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A recipe collection and how-to guide for preparing base ingredients that can be used to make
simple, weeknight meals, while also teaching skills like building and cooking over a fire, and
preserving meat and produce, written by a sustainable food expert and founder of Belcampo
Meat Co.Anya Fernald’s approach to cooking is anything but timid: rich sauces, meaty ragus,
perfectly charred vegetables. And her execution is unfussy, with the singular goal of making
delicious, exuberantly flavored, unpretentious food with the best ingredients. Inspired by the
humble traditions of cucina povera, the frugal cooking of Italian peasants, Anya brings a
forgotten pragmatism to home cooking, making use of seasonal bounty by canning and
preserving fruits and vegetables, salt curing fish, simmering flavorful broths with leftover bones,
and transforming tough cuts of meat into supple stews and sauces with long cooking. These
building blocks become the basis for a kitchen repertoire that is inspired, thrifty, environmentally
sound, and most importantly, bursting with flavor. Recipes like Red Pepper and Walnut Crema,
Green Tomato and Caper Salad, Chickpea Torte, Cracked Crab with Lemon-Chile Vinaigrette,
Veal Meatballs, Anise-Seed Breakfast Cookies, and Ligurian Sangria will add dimension and
excitement to both weeknight meals and parties. We all want to be better, more intuitive, more
relaxed cooks—not just for the occasional dinner party, but every day. Punctuated by essays on
the author’s approach to entertaining, cooking with cast-iron, and a primer on buying and
cooking steak, Home Cooked is an antidote to the chef and restaurant books that leave you no
roadmap for tonight’s dinner. With Home Cooked, Anya gives you the confidence, and the
recipes, to love cooking again. — Saveur, Best of 2016

“If there is one book you buy this year, let it be Home Cooked. It will rejuvenate your passion for
cooking. This book is a simple reminder of the excitement and poetic deliciousness of
handmade food, both emotionally and physically. Anya Fernald inspires me to remember that the
most memorable food comes from the home kitchen, not a restaurant.”— MARIO BATALI, chef,
restaurateur, and author“For years I’ve looked on with admiration as Anya Fernald has made big
things happen in the food world, mostly from behind the scenes. Now in Home Cooked Anya
takes center stage to share how she makes delicious and convivial things happen in her own
kitchen. It’s a wonderful debut, full of solid practical advice, straightforward but unusual and
boldly flavored dishes, and vivid glimpses of a singular life.”—HAROLD MCGEE, author of On
Food & Cooking and Keys to Good Cooking“Anya Fernald is a gifted home cook, instinctual and
confident. Her recipes are never overcomplicated; they show that great cook’s knack for
adding just the right ingredient or using just the right technique to transform what might seem
simple into something very special.”— RUSS PARSONS, Los Angeles Times food
columnist and author of How to Read a French Fry“Somewhere between a night in a county jail



in Greece, a stint at a farm in Tunisia, and a job as a cheese maker in Sicily, Anya Fernald’s
dream began to take shape. Now, with Home Cooked, we can read, see, and eat her
dream. And as lovely as the photographs are, this is not just a book to thumb through. This is a
book to cook from. My copy is already stained. One of the best cookbooks of the year.”—
NANCY SILVERTON, author of The Mozza Cookbook and co-owner of the Mozza Restaurant
group“Fernald, inspired by Italian farm cooking, has stocked her cookbook with hearty,
inexpensive, and utterly unfussy meals.”– Entertainment Weekly"Anya Fernald, the founder of
Belcampo Meat Co. in California, makes the most of her pantry and what's in season with Home
Cooked, bringing pragmatism into the kitchen with unfussy recipes for both weeknight meals
and dinner parties."– TastingTable". . . easily achieves its delicate balancing act of providing
approachable, but thoughtful recipes that aren't dumbed down for home cooks. And, thankfully,
its recipes do not require a vigorous search for esoteric ingredients— it's all Slow Food-
approved good meat and fish, and produce that one can easily find at the farmer's market."–
Eater "It's a glorious, slow read — fitting for a pretty book divided into sections labeled,
"Welcome," "Take a Seat" and "Stay a While" — and Fernald surprises not only with an
emphasis on vegetables but also with lovely detours into pasta-making and cocktails. The new
way of cooking in the book's title is thus also a profoundly old way: over time, with friends,
allowing the ingredients at hand to dictate both dish and dinner."– Los Angeles Times"Home
Cooked . . . is one of those cookbooks you could use all summer long and never get bored. The
recipes are full of bright, refreshing flavors. They are not simplified restaurant recipes, but ones
that are easily made in any kitchen."– Super ChefAbout the AuthorAnya Fernald is the co-
founder and CEO of the Belcampo Meat Co, the world’s largest sustainable meat company, with
more than 20,000 acres of farmland in California and seven butcher shops and restaurants in the
San Francisco and Los Angeles areas. Anya lived in Italy for many years working with Slow
Food, and upon returning to the United States, launched Slow Food Nation and the Eat Real
festival. Anya has been a regular judge on the Food Network’s Iron Chef since 2009, and also
serves as the founding board chair of the Food Craft Institute. She lives in Oakland,
California.Jessica Battilana is a food writer whose work has appeared in Martha Stewart Living,
the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, Gastronomica, Saveur, Sunset, and the Best Food
Writing Anthology 2008. She is the coauthor of three cookbooks: Vietnamese Home Cooking
with Charles Phan, Tartine Book 3 with Chad Robertson, and Sausage Making with Ryan Farr.
She is also the author of Short Stack Editions Volume 10: Corn. She lives in San Francisco,
California.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.My kitchen: an
introductionToday, having your child choose a career in farming has become almost prestigious,
as America’s interest in food has reached new heights. But I assure you that back in 1993, when
I graduated high school, no one in Palo Alto, California, was dreaming their daughter would grow
up to run a meat company. My parents had been charmed by my entrepreneurial spunk when I
started a cookie business as a teen and were happy that I was able to cook for them from a fairly
young age, but when I announced my plans they were worried about what exactly I would end up



doing. My parents are academics and school is pretty important to them. I went to college mostly
to make them happy, but even then I knew my career was going to have a culinary bent. I got a
fellowship straight out of college that provided me with the funds to spend a year working in
cheese dairies in very rural parts of southern Europe and northern Africa. To get around on the
cheap, I bought a folding bicycle and figured out how to use the train system. My budget for the
whole year of travel was $25,000: $20,000 from the fellowship and a $5,000 check my
grandfather gave me as my college graduation present. The fellowship was for recent college
graduates to “expand their horizons” in a field where there was no linear path to further their
expertise, and artisan cheese making certainly checked that box.Most days I woke at the crack
of dawn and cycled down some bumpy road to visit a dairy, trying to get there when the milk was
still warm. I visited the United Kingdom, Switzerland, France, Greece, Tunisia, and Italy, stopping
in at farms and dairies all along the way. I learned a lot about self-reliance in that year, even
spent a night in a county jail in Greece (long story), but above all I learned to eat. Every time I
visited a dairy and spent a few hours hanging around the aging room with one of these rural
masters, they would invariably invite me to join them for the main meal of the day, lunch. We
would eat for a few hours and talk further, and I would see a meal unfold in traditional fashion:
bread set right on the table, salt pinched out of a bowl (and it was different than the salt I was
used to), butter spread thickly, and eggs or a big piece of fresh cheese drenched in oil as a main
course. When I think back, a lot of the food I cook today came directly from what I learned from
watching farmers eat simple food in their own homes. For example, I saw an animal being killed
for the first time—a pig, in a courtyard, with a knife—and learned to make blood sausage and
chicharróns that very same day. I started that year of cheese making as a wannabe gourmet and
ended it as a nascent farmer. I’d spent a year talking my way into dozens of dairies in languages
I did not really speak and had developed a taste for travel and exploration. I was not ready to
move back to the United States. I had met a fairly well-organized research group—the Consorzio
Ricerca Filiera Lattiero-Casearia (CoRFiLaC)—while I was visiting Sicily during my year of
cheese making, and I was able to secure a work visa and a job offer from them. Shortly after, I
moved to Ragusa, a town in southeastern Sicily, and began two years of work with a team that I
affectionately nicknamed the Cheese Mob. At the time, the group was primarily responsible for
managing denomination of origin labeling for cheese (these are the DOP or AOC labels you see
on many quality European products), an authority that was taken from them in later years thanks
to shady dealings. When I worked there, the Cheese Mob was flush with EU cash, primarily
earmarked for projects intended to stimulate the regional food economy in this underdeveloped
region of Sicily. I led a business development program, and my work consisted of writing a few
financial and marketing plans, attempting to implement them, organizing an export program, and
eating a lot of epic dinners. In retrospect, the EU contracts must have stipulated that they hire
someone who was not from Sicily, as I was definitely woefully underqualified for the job and can
think of little reason that I would have landed it otherwise. But I remember feeling that I was in the
right place when my first week of work landed me in a Sicilian village that was hosting a



competition that involved rolling giant wheels of sheep’s milk cheese down the mountainside in a
sort of race (they boarded the windows and doors of the homes along the route—those cheeses
moved fast). As time went on, my work environment became increasingly operatic, with tears
(regularly) and knives (occasionally) appearing during staff meetings, and my boss making the
regular accusation that one or another of his core team were “betrayers.” It was colorful and
frankly pretty stressful for twenty-three-year-old me, but the life I was living made it worth it. I
spent the weekends in the countryside, evenings in the piazza, ate granita with brioche for
breakfast, and became fluent in Italian. I joined the town’s marching band and played my oboe at
all of the processions that marched through our town and the neighboring villages. The band’s
favorite piece to play while marching behind the swaying statue of the Virgin was the theme from
The Godfather, which has an awesome oboe solo. I had fun.One thing that really struck me was
how the middle-class families in Ragusa were excited about eating at the new McDonald’s in
town. It was a status symbol to eat at this “see and be seen” place, since most of the cheese
makers I worked with fed their families from their own small farms and by foraging in the
surrounding forests. A meal at McDonald’s meant your family had money to burn. Unlike in
America, in Sicily, the poorer you were, the more likely you were to be eating organic, artisan-
made foods. It was topsy-turvy: poor people had gardens, rich people were proud not to have
gardens, and it was completely opposite to the emerging food scene in the States. Seeing that
firsthand ignited a passion in me for social change around food, a passion that really came to life
when I moved back home to California a few years later.In Sicily, I learned how to find wild
asparagus, how to crack open sea urchins, how to skin a warm pork belly fresh off the carcass.
Depending on the season, poorer families in Ragusa would bake ricotta in the wood-fired oven
to make it last through the winter or fill hundreds of empty beer bottles with fresh tomato pulp.
For my friends there, these were skills they just grew up possessing and were eager to leave
behind (so they could go eat at McDonald’s). For me, a kid raised in the suburbs with easy
access to a grocery store, this type of year-round “meal planning” was eye-opening. I had made
jam with my mom before, but actually needing to put up a significant amount of food every
month, all of it varying with the season, was a different level. There was also an ease of
execution and a spontaneity that was impressive, something I later learned the Sicilians are
famous for. I’d be chatting with my coworkers by the espresso machine close to lunchtime and
someone would mention wanting to eat urchin now that the days were getting colder. Within a
few minutes we’d have formed a plan, and within an hour, five of us would be in a little Zodiac
boat with diving knives strapped to our legs, while one remained on shore to boil a big pot of
water for the spaghetti and peel some garlic. Within the same hour, lunch was served on the
rocks: spaghetti ai ricci. The Sicilians had a similar carefree attitude toward preserving the
harvest. Faced with a glut of tomatoes or artichokes, they’d transform it, with little fanfare or
planning, into something they’d eat all year-round. They all seemed to have a reserve of
techniques that allowed them to quickly and spontaneously turn any abundant harvest into
preserved food, something that deeply impressed and inspired me. Some of my discoveries in



Sicily were simple—like using a lot more fat than I was used to in cooking—or cooking only
vegetables that were in season. But the true secret, if there was one, was preparing food using
homemade or hyperlocal base ingredients, as most of the families I ate with did, from the fresh
cheese in the lasagna to the home-dried herbs they mixed with salt and rubbed into meat. After
two years in Sicily, I moved to Piedmont to work at the headquarters of Slow Food International.
The dysfunctional politics in Sicily had gotten to be a bit too much, and while I was not yet ready
to leave Italy, I wanted a job with a more global impact. Slow Food was just that. It was a magical
time for the organization: founded by the charismatic Carlo Petrini a decade earlier, it had just
broken through internationally from its base in a small Piedmontese town (Alice Waters, Eric
Schlosser, and Corby Kummer were regular faces in the headquarters in those early, heady
days). When I joined, there were about forty of us on the payroll, one of whom was my future
husband, Renato Sardo, who was the head of Slow Food International at the time. It was an
incredible chapter in my life: we fell in love during a time of growth for a movement we both really
believed in while living in Renato’s hometown, which quickly felt like my hometown, too. I started
at Slow Food working on their English-language magazine and helping organize their
international events. About six months into my tenure, Carlo Petrini decided to form the Slow
Food Foundation as a means of concretely supporting farmers and food makers. I started
working at that foundation directing microloans and investments that helped small-scale food
producers around the globe grow production and comply with food safety laws. I think back on
this period in my career as an on-the-ground MBA in small food and farm businesses. I worked
with a group of women from Bosnia to help export their delicate plum preserves and with air-
dried reindeer bresaola makers in Sweden’s Sami region to bring their product up to code for EU
distribution. Part of the mission of my company, Belcampo, is to “balance traditional food
production techniques with economic viability,” a philosophy that comes directly from this time in
my life, when I saw how small farms were struggling to make ends meet. I saw how challenging it
was to make something delicious, with integrity, and make money doing it. After six years of
living in Italy, I missed home, and Renato and I, at that time married, decided to return to
California. It was only when we moved back that I realized how much I had changed. I had
previously had a flash of how different I had become when I saw my sister’s face, aghast at the
massive platters of carne cruda and raw pork sausage we served at our wedding on a hot sunny
day in Italy, and hadn’t really understood why she thought that was weird. But Stateside, the
difference became more pronounced. I had left the United States a child of the low-fat 1980s
and ’90s and returned with a hunger for salami and butter sandwiches, and my cooking style
had developed a distinctly old-world sensibility and cadence. Within six months of moving back
to California, I bought a cow. A dead one. I wanted good beef at a reasonable price, and I also
wanted braising cuts that I couldn’t find at the store. I coordinated the purchase with a few
friends but still was blindsided by the total volume of meat. I ended up strapping the freezer in
my tiny apartment in Oakland, California, closed with electrical tape and baking dozens of meat
loaves out of my mountain of ground beef. I also started buying a whole pig every year to



process into salami and cured meats, vacuum-packing a few months’ worth of sausages for my
freezer.My career continued in a way that, in retrospect, feels linear: I started a produce-
distribution business with very small California farms and ran a farm-to-school program, then
returned briefly to the Slow Food fold when Alice Waters asked me to orchestrate a massive
event in San Francisco—Slow Food Nation—that involved, among other things, planting a half-
acre vegetable garden in front of San Francisco’s city hall. On the tail of that event’s success, I
was able to launch my own consulting business doing the type of work I had done for the Slow
Food Foundation investees. I developed business plans for a dozen or so clients, including Todd
Robinson, a veteran of the financial world who wanted to invest in the sustainable food world.
Within months of meeting Todd, we had begun work on an idea that would bring a new scale
and ambition to a high-quality artisan food business.We founded Belcampo together in 2011
and I had the opportunity of a lifetime—a chance to work on a bigger venture than anything I had
ever tackled before. With Todd’s backing and commitment, we started building a vertically
integrated supply chain for pasture-raised organic meat. I bought land to build our
slaughterhouse near our California farm at the end of 2011, and in 2012 my team was able to
build the first multispecies slaughterhouse certified by the USDA in the state in decades. Shortly
after, we opened our first butcher shop and restaurant, and since then our team has opened
eight more locations. In the meantime, our company took over a property Todd had purchased in
Belize, revamping the restaurant, renovating the existing hotel, and planting hundreds of acres of
cacao, sugarcane, and other tropical crops. Our growth at Belcampo has been in step with a
new interest in sustainable, quality food that is produced with techniques that go beyond organic
certification: careful management of pasture and ecosystem, humane animal handling, and
artisanal processing techniques.Belcampo has given me many things, but chief among them
was the farm that I had longed for since leaving Italy. I go to the farm—near Mount Shasta, close
to the Oregon border—as often as I can, where I cook with our team and my friends, and where
my toddler daughter loves to join me for all sorts of adventures, including lots of grilling (free
access to a lawn with a goat chop in hand is her happy place). Being close to the ingredients we
raise and the easy access to a lot of wood and a few big grills inspire me. I also get down to our
farm in Belize every three or four months, where we have a huge organic vegetable garden to
feed guests at our hotel.Throughout my journey, from cheese maker on a folding bicycle to CEO
of a sustainable agriculture company, I’ve tried to take an old-world approach to food and
craftsmanship and make it relevant to modern American life. Belcampo and the nonprofit Food
Craft Institute, which I started in Oakland to teach business skills and food safety to new food
businesses, are a few of the ways I’ve tried to share my approach with others. But much of it is
more personal—I hope to inspire friends to celebrate traditional recipes and the ritual of
breaking bread together by cooking dinners, hosting canning parties, and creating celebrations
around food. I am fortunate that my life’s work and passion align deeply. Through the recipes in
this book, I’ve tried to capture the core of the food of my life, the food that taught me about the
pleasure of cooking, and the food I make now to share that pleasure with others.Enjoy,Anya
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Joybilee Farm, “A Whole Food Cookbook for the Homesteader and DiYer. Homemade goat
cheese, grass fed beef and lamb, and fresh seasonal vegetables and fruit, these are the
ingredients that make for wholesome meals. I’ve been reading Homecooked, essential recipes
for a new way to cook by Anya Fernald. It’s one of those cookbooks with personal stories
sprinkled liberally between the recipes. The kind of cookbook I like best.Fernald is the CEO of
Belcampo, a meat company and restaurant business with locations in California and Belize. The
book celebrates the slow food, full fat, meaty lifestyle, with French Fries cooked in tallow, ravioli
fried in canola oil, and raw beef cruda that’s served cold with olive oil. (Yes, you read that right. I
did say, “raw”.)The recipes are home cooked (or not cooked at all) with attitude. Not the usual
slow cooker and instapot fare that busy homemakers lean toward, these recipes will have you
wondering if a chef wrote the cookbook, rather than a real home cook. Recipes like seared quail
and herb salad, beer braised rabbit with shallots, olive oil poached salmon, and pound cake
made with lard are just some of the unusual recipes, all made with whole food
ingredients.Fernald was influenced in her cooking by her time spent in Europe in jobs related to
the slow food movement and small scale food producers. Her recipes are a little unusual for a
home cooking cookbook. The illustrations show her in a meat cooler with dozens of beef
carcasses, working with 5 gallon pails of sheep cheese, standing over a dessert spread for at
least a dozen people. The recipes take a fair amount of time to prepare. Some of them begin
with making cheese from milk and pasta from flour and eggs. But for weekend cooking or special
events, these recipes are full of inspiration.Fernald is a talented and innovative cook. The
breadth of the recipes moves from elaborate appetizers and predinner cocktails through the
main course to very simple desserts. However, it’s in the meat dishes and the vegetable sides
that this cookbook really shines. If you bought that side of beef or full carcass of lamb from your
local grass-fed farm, and you’re left with a lot of brown paper wrapped packages that you aren’t
sure how to cook, this book will inspire you.If you are still buying your meat and vegetables at the
grocery store, and found meat or frozen food in your freezer from the last lysteria scare, this isn’t
your cookbook.Disclaimer: I received a review copy of Home Cooked from Blogging for Books.
As always, this review represents my honest opinion of the book.”

Matt, “My new favorite cookbook!. My new favorite cookbook! The week it arrived I planned a
dinner party cooking the whole meal from Home Cooked.I started with the Olive Oil Crackers
(delicious -- a fan favorite), Yogurt Cucumber sauce, and the Frittatina D'Erbe (eaten by my
guests in minutes, and so simple to make). For our main course I made the Fennel Seed crusted
Pork (friends who don't tend to enjoy pork loved this dish), Roasted Carrots, and Asado
Potatoes (yum!). Dessert was the Almond Torta and Lemon Granita. I have to say -- the Almond
Torta was so moist and flavorful, I've since made it two more times.I have found the recipes very
straightforward and simple to complete. The techniques are not overly complex and I really



appreciated the use of fresh ingredients that are easy to find. Purchasing all of the ingredients
for my dinner was cost effective and I didn't feel like I was breaking the bank in preparing a meal
for 8 from Home Cooked.Overall... highly recommend and have already gifted this book to
friends.”

ciclodiva, “The one thing that I love is cook books. The one thing that I love is cook books! I use
them to gain more knowledge about cooking and to learn about new kinds of cooking and
different food. Within this book are recipes that include food that I have not considered as well as
ingredients that are unknown to me which peaks my interest to look further. This is a visually
pleasing cook book which inspires me to try new things. Of course there are ingredients that I
will not be able to find in my home town, but I am inspired by the recipes nonetheless. I love
reading about the authors experiences and look forward to the day that I have the time to devote
to trying out some of the recipes in this book. She has included a method to can tomatoes and
one day soon, I will dip my toe into the canning and preserving world.Overall this is nicely done
book and should be added to any cooks kitchen.”

Pagoda House, “The writing is warm and beautiful. The recipes are farm-to-table with strong
cultural links. Wow. Where do I begin. I am an ex chef, from the same stomping grounds as
Fernald, so the sensibility of this book resonated with me big time. It was as though I was back at
the old restaurant cooking my heart out. The writing is warm and beautiful. The recipes are farm-
to-table with strong cultural links. I am all for 'newfangled concoctions', for it's what I thrive on at
home, a little of this and that in a bowl, but when it comes to cookbooks, I like those whose food
has a foundation, and Fernald's does, big time (I cooked Italian food, so....) Reading this made
me want to phone Anya and thank her profusely for taking the time to write such a gem.
Seriously? One of maybe 5 deserted island cookbooks. And I am a SERIOUS collector of them!”

Kathryn, “I love it! This is the kind of cooking and .... I just received my copy yesterday. I love it!
This is the kind of cooking and cookbook that inspires and excites me. I couldn't be happier with
this purchase and look forward to cooking my way through it. Bonus: excellent and thoughtful
advice on preparing meals for gatherings AND a great little section on cocktails.If you appreciate
honest, simple cooking with a bit of a throw back to Old World traditions and want to test your
hands at some straight-forward pickling or canning recipes (think DIY anchovies or gorgeous
beet juice infused eggs!) I couldn't recommend it enough. If you are interested in experimenting,
say with chicken hearts or sweetbreads and the like, there are recipes in here that are easy and
will leave your mouth watering. This cook book will definitely make you a more seasoned home
cook and will surely give you the desire to try new things!”

Salustra Wallace, “Not you average cookbook!. A book from a person who loves the essence of
cooking, a great respect for the traditions of the past and rustic ways of preparing food. While I



may not make all of them as my "modern" sensibilities not to fond of hearts, etc. She made me
what to think about it. Enjoyed her narrative of how she arrived at this place and even learned a
lot of cooking techniques.  If you love cooking, or like me collect cookbooks this is one to read!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. great”

The book by Anya Fernald has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 91 people have provided feedback.
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